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“The dim light hides the years”:
Some Notes on Time Travel
Janet McNally
Start with me on the stage at Shea’s Performing Arts Center, bathed in
blue light. Start on October 21, 2018, the third night of the Goo Goo
Dolls’ three-night run in Buffalo, New York. Or start 20 years before,
when the Goos released Dizzy Up the Girl, the album they’ll play from
beginning to end tonight. The theatre’s empty now, but soon a few thousand people will show up, expecting the band to help them go back in
time two decades. I’m here to watch them do it.
I’m early, a press pass announcing that I’m WORKING stuck to my shirt.
The red seats in front of me are empty, the aisles clear. My grandfather
Don worked at this theatre when he was a teenager, a few years after it
opened in 1926. Back then, it showed silent films. I stand near the edge of
the stage and picture him out there between the seats, younger than he is
in the wedding picture that hangs on my bedroom wall. He’s cleaning up
popcorn, maybe, or polishing the brass handrails. He’s leaning on the wall
at the side of the theatre while the movies play, listening to the organ.
Now, the stage lights are on and like I said, everything up here is blue:
my olive-green shirt, my brown boots, my skin. I lean forward to take a
photo of the set lists taped to the floor. I try to do it without my shadow
showing up, but it’s nearly impossible. Everywhere you go, there you are,
my friend Erik told me once. He meant that you couldn’t escape yourself
even if you went to live in a new city, but I’m thinking about the way
that all my past versions are secreted inside me like a nesting doll. When
Dizzy Up the Girl’s single “Iris” became a smash hit in 1998, I was a high
school senior. I had recently started to eat normally again after months
of restricting, and my memory of that time is a little fuzzy, the world too
bright and just out of focus. To this day if I get too upset about something
I lose the ability eat, and that 17-year-old Janet lifts her hand in a wave as
if to say, I’m still here.

I walk into the wings of stage right, past a row of glossy acoustic guitars. I
wonder if Johnny Rzeznik and Robbie Takac from the Goos feel that way,
if their past selves are still inside them. I wonder what it feels like to get
up here and sing songs from 20 years ago. I wonder if they love it. I wonder if they get tired of it. Both seem likely.
Behind me, a blown-up version of the album cover hangs on the wall at
the back of the stage. I remember it—from 1998, maybe, though I never
owned the CD. In it, a pretty, dark haired girl in a green patterned dress
is lying stomach-down, sideways on a full-sized bed. Her face is turned
toward us, her pink-socked feet stick up in the air. She looks out of it, eyes
open but not quite seeing. My first thought is to wonder where that girl
is now, twenty years after. My second is that that cover photograph didn’t
age well. Come to think of it, neither did the album title. I don’t want to
see a spaced-out girl on a bed really ever, and I don’t want any girls to
be dizzy unless they’re spinning, safely and on purpose, in a daisy-laden
field somewhere. When I saw this cover for the first time, as a teenager, I
thought the world was safe. I should have known better—hadn’t I read all
those fairy tales?—but now I know for sure that it’s not.
Loss does this, among other things. I didn’t feel the urge to time travel
myself so strongly until my dad died. I looked at pictures of him from
before I was born, hungry for all that life I never even got to see. There’s
one in particular where he’s beardless and maybe 19, in a blue shirt and
red vest and plaid tie. He’s wearing a fedora, and he’s half-smiling at the
camera like he knows something I don’t. He looks gentle and funny, like
he was when I knew him. He’s looking at the camera—at me, it feels like,
though it can’t be, because I didn’t exist yet. After he died, I became a
petty thief, pocketing tiny objects from his workbench when I’d go over to
my mom’s. I wanted to hold in my hand what he had held at some point.

So now I have a wrench so small I don’t know what it’s meant to tighten,
because it was tiny enough to carry away and keep.
At Shea’s, my friend Mark and I wander around in the too-bright open
area behind backstage. There’s a guy fixing the historic Wurlitzer organ
back there, twisted wires and circuit boards laid out in front of him. Maybe, I think, this is a place my dad’s tiny wrench could be useful, but it’s
not in my pocket tonight. The technician’s name is Alan Miller. He tells
us he’s one of maybe five guys in the world who can do this, and one of
only two who can both fix and play the thing. He had a concert here once,
he says. I look at Alan and I think: there was a time when you could grow
up to be an organ technician. That time is ending, and who will fix the
Wurlitzer next time? Or will it become obsolete, be disassembled, screws
loosened and wires untangled? There comes a time, I’m pretty sure, when
it’s no longer possible to come back.
Mark and I go upstairs for a while, to the bland warren of rooms the
band has made its temporary home. I see Robbie in the hallway, and he
remembers me. I’ve met him before, just a few months ago, waiting for a
delayed flight home from New York. I sat down next to a sort of scruffy
guy charging his phone in the outlet between us, and minutes later realized who he was. At least, I thought it was him. I googled the tattoo
around his wrist just to make sure, and then I said—I’m sure he’s heard
it a hundred times before—“You’re Robbie, right?” He was, and we had
a lovely little conversation about Buffalo and music. He’d been traveling
for forty hours, he said, coming from Indonesia, so I imagine the airport
seemed a little like a dream world to him. Everywhere you go, Robbie’s
personalized version of the saying might go, there’s someone from Buffalo waiting to talk to you about that band you’ve been in for thirty years.
Later, I’ll stand in the VIP section next to the stage as if I belong there. I
guess I do; my press pass says I’m WORKING. I’ll watch Johnny and Robbie and then I’ll turn around to watch the crowd, to see the light from the
stage reflecting in their faces, to see them sing all the words to the songs.
There’s space—Shea’s—and there are objects—my father’s wrench, that
organ—and then, there’s music. These people, tonight, want to be in the
space of this album again. They want to pull back the curtain and step

back 20 years, to live inside these songs. To me, it looks like they’re succeeding at it. They bat around black balloons during, well, “Black Balloon,” and sing along to “Broadway.” They’re here at Shea’s in 2018, but
they’re also in 1998, 1999, whenever, wherever they were back then. How
much of a beloved song is the song itself and how much is everything it’s
soaked in? When I hear Tears For Fears “Everybody Wants to Rule the
World” there is a 38 percent chance I’ll cry, because I remember my dad
loved that song. I’m not close enough to anyone here to see if they’re
crying, but I wouldn’t be surprised.
Here’s a question: why can I tell you a story about the past (truth: all
we have is past, except this one millisecond) and use the present tense?
Because what I’m telling you already happened, yes, but it’s still happening, looping through my brain and now through yours. I’m telling you,
but you’re here with me, and Mark and Johnny and Robbie, on the empty
stage and in the green room. I’m telling you, and my dad is gone, but he’s
also still there, wearing a fedora I never saw him wear in real life.
Up there, back before the show starts, before I watch Johnny and Robbie
sing and the audience sing with them, before the music rings in my ears
through my earplugs, I meet Johnny Rzeznik for the first time after seeing
his face in photographs for at least 20 years. It’s disorienting, for a moment, as if a storybook character has come to life in front of me.
We sit, and Johnny gives me a can of seltzer to drink. They don’t have
alcohol any more—their past selves did enough of that and they’re still
waving, reminding them it’s not a great idea. I’m not much of a reporter,
but I scribble some notes.
Buffalo is a different place now, Johnny is saying. Kids now might not
know what it’s like to see the sky turned orange by the slag from the steel
mill. They might not know what it’s like to have a city that smells like the
Cheerios the General Mills plant bakes.
Does it matter if the kids don’t know the past versions of their city? Does
it matter if we forget? Where do I want to go, if I could go? Where would
I let a song take me? Somewhere, sometime, I’m standing next to the

stage and the Goo Goo Dolls are playing “Broadway.” Several thousand
people behind me are living in both the now and the already. It’s a little
hard to watch.

Morning Prayers

But somewhere, sometime, I’m sitting across from Johnny, a notebook on
my knee. I’m telling him that downtown Buffalo still smells like Cheerios,
that the shiny new waterfront my dad got to see is scented with cereal
much of the time. Some things get to stay, for a while at least. Some
things haven’t changed yet.

Bec had the worst locker. She had to push and pull it at the same time to
get it open, even though the custodian had put WD40 on it 50 million
times. And now was a bad time for her locker to jam; if she was even a
second late to morning prayers again she’d be in real trouble.

Janet McNally is the author of the novels Girls in the Moon and

The Looking Glass and the poetry collection Some Girls, which won
the White Pine Press Poetry Prize. She teaches creative writing
at Canisius College in Buffalo, New York.

Abigail Beshkin

Bec finally managed to shimmy it open and grab her little siddur—her
father had a thing about miniature books—and he’d bought her this one
three years ago when she’d started high school. Prayer book in hand,
Bec darted down the hall, holding her long skirt against her legs so it
wouldn’t fly up, and flung open the door to the synagogue just as the
ninth grader leading this morning’s prayers sang out the first word. She
smiled triumphantly.
Ashrei yoshvei beitecha—Happy are those who dwell in your house. She said
the Hebrew words along with everyone else, but her mind wandered. She
tried to rein it in as she was supposed to, but after a few minutes she
just let it go. Was Leora wearing a new bracelet? Bec glanced down at her
friend’s hand resting on the pew. Since everyone was seated alphabetically for morning services, the two sat next to each other, giving Bec Fein an
up-close look at Leora Freidberg’s outfits. She sighed; rare was the day
Leora didn’t have on something new. Today it was a bracelet. She picked
up Leora’s arm and examined her wrist.
“Cool,” Bec whispered, turning Leora’s hand over to see the clasp.
“Where’d you get it?”
Just then came a disgusting, spit-wet “shush” from the row behind her.
“Rivka!” Mrs. Kleinman hissed. “Shhh.” She hated when teachers called
her by her Hebrew name. She wanted to be called Becca or, more recently,
since school started a month ago, Bec. The single hard syllable made her
feel tough and cool.
When Mrs. Kleinman looked back into her siddur, Bec looked at Leora and

they rolled their eyes. Bec stayed quiet the rest of the service. They’d been
taught that it wasn’t enough to read the prayers in your head, your eyes
scanning lines. Rather, you had to mouth each word out loud. So with
one side of her mind Bec whispered each Hebrew word, stood where you
were supposed to stand and sat when you were supposed to sit. Yet every
morning, she could never remember how she’d gotten to the next page.
For the last paragraph she willed herself to concentrate on something to
pray for, but her wishes jumbled together—for a free period and an A on
her biology test and most of all for something, anything, to happen in her
boring life.
She took the three tiny steps backward, a bow to the left, then right, that
signaled the service’s end. It was when she bowed left that she saw her.
Had she been here the whole time, in the Ds, between Jessica and Sarah?
Bec forgot all about finishing the prayer. When was the last time
they’d had someone new in their class? The girl had dark-blond curly
hair that fanned out around her shoulders. She wore a straight jean
skirt and an oversized black blazer. For the final prayer, when everyone
turned toward the torahs at the front of the sanctuary, Bec could see
that under her blazer the girl had on a long t-shirt with some kind of
funky black and white graphic that looked like four silhouettes. There
were letters too, but Bec couldn’t see what they said. The girl caught
Bec looking and raised her eyebrows at her coolly, then turned away.
***
After services, Bec tried to keep her eye on the girl, but lost sight of her
in the rush to her locker, where Bec push-pulled the door and got out
her collection of J.D. Salinger short stories they were reading for Honors
English. Mr. Kaley had only assigned one story but Bec had read them
all anyway, finishing the entire book in one sitting last Saturday before
the Sabbath was even over. Just ahead, Bec saw the girl also holding J.D.
Salinger.
In class, Bec was about to slide into a seat when Mr. Kaley motioned her

to the front of the room. The new girl stood next to him, looking uncomfortable.
Facing her now, Bec could read the letters on her T-shirt. She gave a small
gasp. “Echo and the Bunnymen.” One of the best bands; no one at school
had ever heard of them, she was sure. Had no one told the new girl you
weren’t allowed to wear rock band t-shirts to their school? Now it was
Bec’s turn to raise her eyebrows, impressed.
“Becca, meet Ora. Ora, Becca is our literary star. If we ever get that literary magazine off the ground, she’ll be the editor.” Bec thrilled. “Ora,
why don’t you sit with Becca and she’ll catch you up. You and I can meet
after class. Good?” They nodded, and Ora followed Bec to the horseshoe
of seats.
“Call me Bec,” she said. “Only teachers call me Becca.”
“Or Rivka.” Ora gave her a sly smile, and Bec was surprised to feel a jolt
of pride that this new girl had seen her get in trouble.
Before Bec could say anything else, Mr. Kaley clapped his hands and the
room fell silent. The room always got quiet for Mr. Kaley right away. He
was unlike any teacher they’d ever had. Not like the rabbis, with their
blazers and ties and trimmed beards—except for Altmann who was a
Hasid and had a very long beard and only wore black suits. Not like the
women teachers like Kleinman who tended to be frumpy and humorless.
Mr. Kaley was more like a teacher in a movie—like Dead Poets Society,
which she’d seen twice when it came out this summer—but even more
handsome. He had wavy dark hair, and hazel eyes that were serious when
he was talking about something important—like the book Walden, which
he said had changed his life—but that sparkled when he made a corny
joke. He was young, too. On his first day, the social studies teacher had
mistaken him for a senior and yelled at him for being late to class.
“We’ve got lots to get through! First, I want to introduce Ora David. She
joins us from New York City and tells me she read ‘For Esme’ last year.
I know, Boston is so behind the Big Apple. Maybe she’ll share some in-

sights. But we won’t put her on the spot today, so, Becca. Sorry. Bec.”
Bec blushed—he’d remembered. “Start us off. ‘For Esme—with Love and
Squalor.’ What do you think that title means?”
***
At home later, Bec spread her homework out at the foot of her bed. Where
should she even start? Tonight she had math and an essay for Jewish law
class. She flicked on the radio. One song, then she’d start. She caught the
last few chords of a Love and Rockets song. She liked it, though if she was
being honest, she liked the band name more than she liked their actual
music.
She leaned her head against the wall. Okay, she’d allow herself one more
song, a whole one, then start her homework.
She edged the volume up and closed her eyes. Bec thought of her radio as
her lifeline to the bigger world she knew existed, that felt so close and far
away at the same time. A world where people went to concerts on Friday
nights instead of having Sabbath meals with their parents. Where they
could wear and eat whatever they wanted and have boyfriends, and not
go to prayer services three times every single day. A world without rules.
Still, Bec was lucky, she knew. The next song started. The Cure—they
were totally her favorite. At more religious schools, like the one in New
Jersey her cousins went to, they weren’t allowed to listen to any popular music. No rock. No Top 40. At Bec’s school they were allowed to as
long as they did it outside of school—no Walkmen in the hallways. You
weren’t supposed to go to concerts and if you did you had to keep it a
secret, and you definitely couldn’t wear concert t-shirts to class or hang
posters of bands in your locker.
The song ended and Bec leaned over to turn off the radio but paused when
the DJ said, “That was the Cure. They’re in town playing just one show
at the Orpheum. Tickets go on sale Thursday. Again, the Cure, Saturday
night December 2.”
A concert. The Cure. She turned off the radio but had trouble working.

She’d never been to a concert. She absolutely had to see the Cure. Would
her parents even let her? Who would she even go with? She shut her
notebook and turned the radio back on, and tried to think. An image
popped into her mind, the new girl’s t-shirt, the silhouettes, a man lifting
one knee and raising his hands in the air, like he was about to take flight.
A graduate of Columbia’s journalism school, Abigail Beshkin spent
a decade as a reporter and producer for public radio stations in
Phoenix and Boston, and her work has aired nationally on NPR,
among other places. Her fiction and personal essays have appeared
in the Forward and Universal Hub, and she has participated in
multiple reading series and storytelling shows. She has been a
finalist in the Brooklyn Nonfiction Prize competition and the
Between the Vines and Cuttyhunk writers’ residences. She is the
editor of Columbia Business School’s alumni magazine.

Barely Holding On
McClain Jeffrey Moredock
taptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptap
ring
ring
ring
we are unable to complete your call as dialed
sigh
taptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptap
ring
ring
ring
you have reached a number that is no longer
working
sigh
taptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptaptap
ring
ring
ring
apriete dos para español
press two for englsih
please hold
someone will be with you shortly
music
music
music
yes how may I help you
HELP!
one moment please while I connect you
music
music
music
thank you for holding
please state your full name

the last four digits of your social security
number
the name of your first grade teacher
your mother’s maiden name
your favorite lunch meat
the square root of pi
silence
silence
silence
the time for your call is about to expire
click
dial tone
FUCK!
McClain Jeffrey Moredock has worked as a farmhand, a lifeguard, a
surveyor, a minister, a chaplain, a teacher, a coach, a head of
school, and a chief operating officer. Poems from Essex & Elsewhere collects four decades of his poetry. He is influenced by
Richard Brautigan, inspired by Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and loves
e.e. cummings.
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vox clox toxbox set o’ noxious fumes funereally echoes the stage set for
page measurement delicately touched on any older tech sprang up arc
bride-slipped pride t’ da point at a point of deep dial-back couldn’t take
back the stop before it all began not t’ re-alloy or gang up nor bang the
cup against two soft notebooks no harm in that particular charm alarm
watch f ’ da hatch instantaneous snatch at the border they came an invisible gloss-border $ yes t’ hatch the artificial ’gainst the much more
organic took so long to bake ruined by the likely unlikely ruse-lick slick
like back in ’13 thenceforth sequential bang bang bang gang worldwide
post-national ghost-rational who scares at the behide the seeds opera-actions? best not rhetorically tasked quest but what ain’t that? an intro
stood sheepishly in the wings hesitantly ’bout t’ merge submarines with
beyond-sky neural-net supplies supplies the sound wound up so-gathered
’bout time t’ rise t’ the caucasion ooze dust rose emerself out loud in your
disturbed face so now what all the formerly and currently beat-down dusted off their respective flags and joyously disturbed polite foregone conclusions ache a deep breath heart-healthy norm lung time ago established
memory-loss got da cure write nearness of view da lyrics write through
notescale appropriate radical inclination of spoons used in that sway a
founder discover drown-dead past tense supremely relapsed on a sofa bed
of roses so-thorned as to reapply to the song-note exit the heights for
bearings gauge-wage twerp speed inter-dimensional navigations replete
with suspenseful swerves the master/mistress within known unknown
realms ever-opening ever-welcoming depths so-swum ’n’ soared in search
of band-aids t’ kill time until the rill t’ act as in t’ cut no blood ensue da
chick-flicker taste in haste the muse accuse lack of steel surfaces protect dewrites me deny justice near you appear t’ stray out da dark ain’t
da sweet though sweet too neat thus glare the sensate whirl vortextual
swirl allwaves beckon oar time convenient picture-line account list visual
unseeable in sweat conversational midst hung out t’ dry ’n’ cool breeze
affect Vista Fearness locale/venue/sinew untying

effort endure thus committed through streams of the wild-child transmute all grant applications and any other lottery-type magnets all inner
gyres demagnetized neutralized scampaigns got t’ recharge a second of
time by stepping outside dirty ocean sighed effort ’nother type with care
else miss intended spring up something else take a luck at it might serve
in a hyperspace swerve of blessed presences presents now brand newly
appeared gifts so sudden turn of events uneven though none the less
blessed even bliss-kissed oceanside trauma-release recur reclaim git loose
may the tall tale preveil like jelly girl sequential sacrifice coinlink enemy withdrawal from Ocean $avings Bank unlimited diversity of fun(d)
s raw ’n’ swift the merrier no barrier excerpt t’ nicely order the no less
wild crowd newly proud subtly nuancedly loud like mezzo piano from
smoldering web-busted urn-peeps shift shaft flock look lock nice in ice
hot day slam a lot clot fits flit the cheer hints raked good raked rogue ’n’
should tale the tell delve airy wave words detail distant tie mouth Rich
Brook City heavenly beat nigh unsupportable in this clime furthest from
sublime Welt the hand dealt so be as of yet just one point in illusory
time already nigh unhinged at the ready to be swept away if inventions
gives birth fleet delete newly your city good kind o’ ache da match romantischism black shoes black socks pants black shirt black moustache
oust the stash flushed down black beard black hair shamful spelling effect
interact define demon straight up vapor-way era reclaim the happy trigger
Cannister Alley spasm arc tall straight veer quest work body welcome
wonder tail crypters vague eye-deal spiel-stains cleared of the clothing
wars glitter stops ear wrist wouldn’t cadence elf-contained holy aloof da
split flit eat retro stained career of the growing cores house o’ shards
through mumbler-sift pro say cute ain’t da shift war promises peace da
torque throw out the day the murky way product prod protrude: Product
Maniac the Sacred Doctrine you due you the debris t’ which Zero-Hinge
bleeding officials labor porn that’s treason why radio cop Cashley Roberts
gleeful goo my teachful
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(moments) nearby follow sentient spring-out da time-files infomaniacal joinly prodeuced on that street recode mirror th’ ore systmologically
stream theory relayed it t’ distant skills ’n’ skulls honey ’n’ marked head
hits life nest disappear in t’ some other hall t’ fall in t’ Winter spring forth
summary eye dim Hatians vault-hood abound t’ eye Dawn she recombine
giftquicks shutter shudder generous ’n’ conserve the fit so ear they art
lookin’ back cue t’ pun kinesis 1-Zone glimpse the glarity career up cleaning surface resigned Jim Stone rocks wealth-zone #1 pay t’ spar da glosstrack bar t’ let visit in owl-gash plight belly-pack aesthetic on test glue-up
eyes adjust in full culler muse chick out da Bronx abuse perpetual glaze
the heat stories another ten dollars purge the word of mythunderstanding
fires from the sky bliss America good: Lynn Brooke she be he-bees Q-ease
fly t’ trigger out from central core moistened papered owl dire emergency:
exit planet! ’n’ owls the time! less infightingly than before golden beef
very temporary relief the trees in the breeze tease memories behold yo
rise bright early quest guest teeth wager bite t’ tell t’ warn alarm disarm
alert t’ tech-note craft deceit without knowing new standard new norm
gradualism how’d we get here? where we at? what are we? who/what/
where/when but for now your ID please t’ enter your self-alarm unauthorized entry into self: standard operating procedure cool no problem no
worriesmooveoperator birth week uncern ourslaves with searchmasters
flee da coup t’ implicate da plea salon pre-mute the cube thunder pressure
reazure atmosfearic serve revival in Life’s Valley Trap for dessert follies
’n’ trollies off the rails gaga lens lease deal t’ squeal-like rat-frequencies her jury-outreach flowchart attack on record-shattered optics appears
t’ be pro-glammed by fashion trend layout meditate ponder muse-upon visual heights out o’ sight subliminal criminal motoric historic ifs ’n’
handsprinted finish like Finn’s alarm commote remote ambush texticute
stylistically subbistically subito out da bus abuse routine constant systemic harassment was/is the norm-swarm o’ behaviors towered over the
subject of majesty itself-genderized makeup steam scheme ’n’ scam alert
t’ what’s goin’ ’n’

comin’ on t’ da scene ’n’ herd her delayed responses in a visc(o)us goo
store t’ da gills thrills beg saturation depletion syndrome rocked her away
ice a luxit from source lust in the sauce re-up delayed flight t’ da so-culled
World to encounter the in(n)-counter fluster at flattersprayshowermistakinistic tour de farce the gate pro-class t’ innate inmate coup-wallet-ease
t’ pick lean word mention cupid cupidity the hurt evince what story pie da
way o’ sweet shoppe t’ hop it up yawnder later dazed senates luce reboot
da black chassis classy word mansion blast-kit flight-teen flightlighn river
foe smart sweats decode inkorbitration claws t’ shift back t’ da shiftback
tend t’ densities handle write levels gainstrain t’ regulate t’ da party either same target-ultimates be where it sat for scenturies upon sent juries
predetermined gang-a-loop strain t’ pain so ear they art Seven Rue Traces
Treat ’n’ Row colony power thieves density pen of thieves luck o’ da movie fear of destiny shineswells one dear water pimperious myths of blood
’n’ flood real licks Flick ’n’ FlickerSphere of Destiny and how age caught
up grim pills bills in more waves than won Vaults Victoria pen lurking for
the blast tense years Goodish Loyalists role Lee hum da way all home in
joy in steadier steader pace this grace but for delay spelt wit a deed t’ da
tarantula spit by a Mystik my stick in the mood got stuck deposit copyist
it’s beer be ear the air men foot da boot-loot in shot pursuit sweet hot ice
on suds howl cherryberry a meter greet ’n’ meet her herb-sound advance
lookin’ lieu slips ink shifts da raw ingots t’ be out yo effort love-in my
Hindicator Lights veil gloss foes oh she antic sea-storm foamswarm da
buzz bees wutz up t’ futz wit it hit da jungle doctor execute don’t be acute
refute E-Year account for how many ants coordinate their hive organics
array hooray at bay the manufracture of sweat out da blue hullabaloo for
the verse tide itself up tight straight-up relapsed ’n’ loose frolic shame
decline about sweat-set maneuver remove from game-front locale in ooze
clues flavor saturate of increase ruin con-note connote be torn page from
isdorrylorryglyphed Resolution Quest Request Fest hymnbossible dream
streamscape abscond with con-sciences unfold

Plague III (“Eternity”)
5
alternative facets of scream-shot devilry deliveries of operation achin’ t’
prove poofware it take ya on fire inchin’ Everest more near ever-rest electric terminal muse-nurse re-hearse mega-cable macabre melting meeting
place o’ the signing of the will t’ flower as yet unwrittingly wetnested
dolls wheels all internested nest within nest within nests of nested nests
of tied lines time lines shift t’ recoding a love society itself entire o’ all
dis nun-scenery nunscents could smell a latterday séance a smile awake
who aside watch witch select keep slayin’ me diary me dial-up memory
nostalgia bank divine divide define conclude playludes interludic trust all
chime line alteration quest swear it’s glowin’ th’ us-destined choice (for)
free federal prism snuff out does complete t’ leave couldn’t chicken-weeds
truck Honey Potter like writening-stricken wiccan via air goes henfestigateclosedentitiydensityinnerpennytreat five-ice a mother verb-charge
carrier scarier haven-dinner wither aura-visit squintscene quiet careerly
stated reaontreasonlink liquids graphed élite-culled hit crafts insight o’
you night-act mute a flickers’s curse aglee meant t’ tangle all up who
would that bee-likely buzzbeak whose core-nerve activate crass loots tactivolis treatises eats assist as a master of linked all that time wasn’t never
even hooked up a tall treebark da rawng write
Daniel Carter, born in Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania, in 1945, is a
musician and writer. Since coming to New York City in 1970, he has
sought out musicians and situations that encourage free expression. He's performed with everyone from Sun Ra and Cecil Taylor
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Brendan Kiernan
Everyone was filthy. Shit ran through the gutters. The philosophers had
barely wrapped their minds around the Cogito, ergo sum and its detractors. The Church told a grieving child that she would not see her dog,
Gino, ever again because Gino had no soul. Gino would, however, be
happy with other dogs in doggie heaven, and possibly with, in addition,
cats, wolves, apes, mosquitoes, rhinoceroses, et al. if the concept were
extended. But if the advances in cognitive science and physics have taught
us anything, they have assured that the lower orders indeed have souls.
Also, there is no such thing as Time.
A rat. A brown-gray rat. A brown-gray rat so fat it could be mistaken for
a possum, and doubly conspicuous for its size because the possums, rats,
cats, dogs, horses, et al. had all shrunk—in both size and population—
roughly in proportion to the human shrinkage occasioned in Genoa and
its environs by the second bubonic plague circa the mid-seventeenth century. Not that a mere date matters because of the aforementioned physics,
etc.—time is now, right now, and then, and now again, and so on. But how
did the rat get so fat?
First, the brown-gray fat rat is possessed of a soul. And, she is clever,
ruthless, even diabolical. Finally, she has teeth, and little paws, which
look like they shouldn’t be able to hold all of her up, but do. Three days
ago, she ate Gino. All it took was being watchful and a brief period of
digging with her sturdy paws. Tonight she follows an old hag along a
corridor. The hag appears to be hiding something on her person (under
her skirts, surmises the rat, based on her awkward gait) as well as hiding
from any creature who might stalk her. But the more the rat observes
the less straightforward the hag situation seems. Maybe she’s not hiding
anything under her skirts. Maybe she’s partly lame. The rat is experienced, has made mistakes and survived, absorbing them in scars along
the length of her trunk. She will be patient and stay in the shadowy, shitty
gutter. Just watching.

The hag stops. The way she constantly turns her head from side to side
is more mechanical than furtive. A tick. She can’t control it, or it’s being
controlled by another. A memory—happening now, right now—comes to
the rat. It is just after sunset. The humans have gathered in the lamplit piazza. There are curtains, scaffolding, children and nannas, heaps of
berries, priests, Tyrolians and Venetians and Gypsies. A pig, smoking and
turning on a spit. The brown-gray fat rat skirts the dark edges of the
crowd. She moves slower than usual—like a possum—for if she is spotted
it is better to be mistaken for one, a cute chubby one, than be seen for
what she in fact is. A low ledge cut into a wall leads to a wooden chute.
She climbs it, turns into a connected chute leading to a higher ledge, and
on until she reaches a recess in the stone below the statue of San Giorgio.
Below her is the table where the Bohemian couple has set up their tableaux of automatons. One is a fiddler swaying his bow in time to a whore
bending at the waist, skirts billowing, over and over—now! and now!
Next to them is a cat stretching into a Ω shape, which the fat rat sees as
inviting—an arcade opening, a tunnel, a rat hole to hide in. But her favorite is the human mother spanking her baby. The rat has memorized it: the
Bohemian woman pulls a lever under the table. A wire thread pulls down
the baby’s britches, which move a pin at the mother’s shoulder joint,
freeing the arm and activating three spanks. The third spank pushes a
dowel in the baby’s belly against a wooden block hidden under the mother’s dress, which restarts the whole mechanism. Up to three cycles can
be completed before the Bohemian woman has to pull the lever again. A
pump organ is now going near the man with the lemon ice. A dog watches
the rat while licking the drippings from a toddler’s knees. The rat sinks
further into the recess. The crowd is larger now, there is more candlelight,
more shadows flickering across the opening. Glass breaks on stone.
The hag’s head has stopped moving. A bottle is shattered at her feet.
Wine runs through the alley. The rat sniffs at the sweetness. The hag
steps away from the glass and turns in the direction of the rat but looking
up, listening at the sky. She rummages in her endless skirts, exposing an
ankle: the rat salivates. The hag sighs and wheezes, tin rattles in her pockets. Each movement she makes—the arm freed from the mess of cloth,
the lamp emerging, the flick of the match—the rat sees as being disconnected. Tiny individual moments cut from the flow, as if the rat were

blinking too much. Furthermore the hag is being controlled by a wire
thread—a segment is visible under her elbow when the lamp is lit—which
in turn must be connected to hidden pins, gears, and flywheels. The bells
of San Matteo ring twice. Everything freezes. Of a sudden the brown-gray
fat rat feels the need to rest overtaking her hunger, her tail swishes lazily
against the wall.
As the bell tremors fade everything happens too fast: the rat is nearly
stepped on by a young man running through the alley. The hag lifts the
lamp in one hand and a bottle in the other. The young man stops. He eyes
the bottle, then the angry, pustulent face of the hag, then the bottle again,
the hag, the bottle…. The rat—busy looking for a wire connecting them—
misses the moment of their parting. The young man has continued downhill—there are flames in the harbor—and the hag is on the move. The rat
follows her into an arcade. She still has the bottle and the lamp. The rat
feels a tremor in the cobblestones and smells them all coming: horse shit,
human sweat, dogs, and smoke. The hag stops halfway through a small
courtyard and cocks her head. Now she can hear the stamping of hooves
and boots. A carriage wheel is loose, squealing underneath metal clanking. She hurries across the yard and opens a door. The rat slips in with her
as she douses the lamp.
Vermin and flour, dead things and meat come to the rat’s consciousness.
Her eyes adjust quickly to the dark and the flies clouding what appears to
be a wall-rack opposite the hag, who has edged her face near the one windowsill. She pulls back into the room as the noise increases, the guards
having reached the courtyard. The rat watches the hag raise the bottle—
ready to strike—and take a deep breath. As she does her skirts raise again:
the rat surges at the exposed ankle.
The door is kicked in, breaking the hinges and flooding the room with
light and shouting. There is a dog, cornering the rat. The hag opens her
mouth to scream and is hit with the butt end of a pike. The guard turns
the pike pointward at this enormous, brown-gray rat the size of a possum. Others stream past the dog, the rat, the hag on the ground, and the
pike-wielding guard, and start pulling bottles off the rack. The rat is able
to retreat by knuckling under the lowest shelf. She is showered with dog

spittle and wine. She inches backward, expecting the wall, but instead
finds something furred and unmoving. She is using it to push forward—
she has no choice but forward—when the pike runs her through. Hurrah!
shouts the guard, Look how fat this one is! as he carries her like a battle
flag into the courtyard. The dog is snarling and nipping but the guard
won’t even give it a nibble. Instead he teases it, waving the pike back and
forth, then holding it steady until the dog charges, misses, and strikes the
wall to more Hurrahs! from his comrades. Then he stands on the edge
of the fountain and pantomimes while the dog leaps and fails, leaps and
fails…. He has the rat say Oh, please Mr. Doggie do not eat me I deserve
a proper burial, am I not one of God’s creatures?—and the dog leaps and
fails. Let him have it! someone says but the guard keeps on with his dance
and high-voiced song—Excuse me, miss can you please help me, it seems
I am STUCK here!—this he says to the hag, who is limping through the
midst of them. ENOUGH! says a voice just entering the courtyard. The
pike is dropped. The dog begins to eat, and the fat, brown-gray rat possessed of a soul is surprised and disappointed by what she sees next.
Brendan Kiernan’s work has appeared in Westchester Review, Submerging, and Cabildo Quarterly. He lives in White Plains, New
York.

Aqua Net and Clove Cigarettes
John Ross Bowie
They outnumbered me. There were four of them, and though they were
the size of my thumb, there was something about them that said while
they weren’t necessarily going to start a fight, they could finish one very
quickly and I would be much the worse for wear. And yet, in a stunning
feat of contradiction, there was also a pronounced dorkiness to their aesthetic. They were not in great shape, they were not dazzlingly handsome,
and they looked like they held strong opinions about comic books and
actors who had played Dracula. There were a lot of iterations of the group
spread across the shelf, but it was this particular dead-on black-and-white
image that really stuck with me, seemed to follow me as I walked up
and down the crowded cassette aisle at the Tower Records, past the cash
registers, in the back near Lincoln Center. I’d heard of them before, of
course—this was New York City—but I didn’t own anything by them. Still
vaguely scared of the cover photo, I turned the cassette over and read the
song titles. The one that struck me as funny, and strikes me as funny to
this day, was “Now I Wanna Sniff Some Glue.” That imperative, urgent
“now” takes a weird idea and gives it an immediacy that gets more darkly
hilarious the more you think about it.
“Well, Joey, did you get the groceries?”
“Yeah. And I stopped by the newsstand and picked up the paper.”
“What do you want to do now?”
“Now? Now I wanna sniff some glue.”
I bought the Ramones’ self-titled debut album on cassette sometime in
the spring of 1985, just around my 14th birthday. It had been a tough year.
The summer before, at a lush, pastoral Episcopal camp in Connecticut,
I had done the thing you were supposed to do—stood up to a bully—
and been punched so hard I seemed to evaporate before reassembling on
the ground. Shortly thereafter in the same summer, a cadre of beautiful

girls were giggling uncontrollably right across the campfire, and it took
a tragically long time for me to discover that they were laughing at the
testicle that had found its way out of my too short trunks to take to the
air. The following school year had not been an improvement—I’d spent
the whole year pining a la Charlie Brown for a literal little red-haired
girl, and when another boy asked her out in front of me, I managed a
less-than-impressive “Me, too.” She kindly took a couple of hours before
calling me to let me know, gently, that she had decided to go with the
guy who had actually asked her out and not the guy who had said “Me,
too.” This sort of nerdery might have been reflected in exemplary school
work, but no, my grades were just fine—a mean in the low 80s, NYC still
using numbered grades at this time—and my visits with Dad were getting
weirder and quieter, as all my answers to his very reasonable questions
about school and life were being shortened to “fine.” My mom and I were
getting snippy with each other, too, right on schedule, not over anything
big or life-shattering, but just her son, needing a little more privacy while
suddenly taking up more space.
I took the Ramones cassette home and put it in the shitty COBY stereo
we’d bought at an appliance store in Port Authority. The speakers distorted everything anyway, so what came out was a buzzing aggression the
likes of which I’d never heard. It was brand new and totally familiar, the
external version of the noise inside my head. It sounded how I felt, in a
way that showtunes and Top 40 and mild folk could never approximate.
This was music for me. I was heading into a high school with a secret
weapon: Punk Rock.
Shortly thereafter I stepped into Postermat on 8th Street—a vast, deep
store lined on its western wall with punk T-shirts, intimidating, confrontational logos (the Misfits’ skull, the Circle Jerks’ slamdancer) all daring
you to buy them. And there it was—the Ramones T-shirt, in black, with
what I later learned was Arturo Vega’s logo at its center—the eagle from
the United States seal, but this time he carries a baseball bat. Across the
top—the word Ramones. Direct. No article. The band referred to themselves as THE Ramones in any live recording I’d heard, but according to
the shirts and album cover, they were just Ramones. This was to be my
uniform as I headed into high school the following year. (My mom wrote

“BOWIE” on the M in “Ramones” so I could take it to camp that summer.) This shirt told people what they needed to know—that this music
spoke, to a certain extent, for me. This music had everything I needed: it
was angry, it was funny, and it was so dumb it came around the other side
as smart. And there was this appealing, accessible amateurishness about
it. I took alto saxophone at Wagner Junior High1 and could only read
just a little music, and even I knew there were only a few chords being
played on the record. It wasn’t about virtuosity, or even craft. This was
something more direct. This was about doing something—starting a band,
playing shows, releasing records—before you really knew what you were
doing. There was no college that could or would teach what the Ramones
were making. By 1985 there were something like eight Ramones albums
to listen to, and I had a lot of catching up to do.
And I didn’t stop there. I had been on a diet of the era’s technopop (Howard Jones, Depeche Mode, Thomas Dolby) and the more guitar-based stuff
like the Cure, or my Scottish paisanos Big Country, and all those guys
could really play (and good lord, Thomas Dolby seemed to understand
computers, which were to my mind the crazy room-sized machines that
took us to the brink of wasteland in War Games). But with the Ramones—
and punk rock in general—there was something different going on. “We
are doing this and you can, too,” it seemed to say. And then eventually,
years later: “We are doing this, and why aren’t you?”
The Ramones opened a door and through that door were a bunch of bands
with this aggressively goofy aesthetic. Sometimes a song title would catch
the eye, and “She’s a Hunchback” led me to the hooky and tasteless poppunk of the Dickies, just as “Pervert Nurse” led me to Orange County’s
surfy D.I. Sometimes it would just be the name of the band—the boomer-scaring Dead Kennedys being a worthwhile example of a band whose
controversial name led to interesting music, Canada’s Nunfuckers less
so—that would get me to buy a record. There were even magazines for
this genre: Flipside for the funny, melodic Southern California bands; Maximum Rock-n-Roll for the scary, political Northern California outfit; smaller,
I was perpetually second chair and a thorn in the side of the longsuffering woodwind teacher Mr. Modrow (his real name), bless his heart. If
you can hear me, man, I’m sorry for wasting your time.
1

photocopied zines of wildly varying quality that only covered local scenes.
Now I didn’t have to just go off of song titles; I could find new bands by
reading actual reviews. It was like digging under a desert and unearthing a
new, bustling civilization with its own language and customs and mores.
The import bins at Tower Records became the small hallway of Second
Chance records and the spooky basement of Some Records, tucked off
the Bowery. And yeah, a lot of the bands sounded the same, but there
was great joy to be found in noticing the little differences. The drums
on D.O.A. records were mixed higher than Hüsker Dü drums, but “The
Enemy” and “These Important Years” seemed to use the same chord progressions. Some of the music was performed by people who could really
play. Descendents? Bad Brains? You couldn’t believe anyone could play
that fast and with that much precision, but then you saw them live and
the music came at you and it felt like you were holding on to the wing of
an ascending airplane. But even with the virtuoso bands, the bands who
could really shred, there was a sense of gleeful amateurishness—no stage
sets, no makeup, sometimes you wouldn’t even get an encore. A band
like Duran Duran were rock stars, occasionally bestowing music upon
us from the great heights of their rarified British air. But these punk rock
guys were my classmates. My dungeonmasters. They actually worked at
the record stores into which I ventured.
Which is not to say that I felt totally welcome. Punk rock was scary. These
were people who were brought together by sarcasm and a sort of pan-directed anger—there was no trace of hippie, love-bombing inclusion. And
God, how terrifying to be called a poseur, a fake punk who just liked the
music and couldn’t embrace the lifestyle, or didn’t put Elmer’s Glue in his
hair to make it stand up. Punk rock was made by amateurs, but you had
to be the right kind of amateur.
“What’s this?” Dad asked when he heard the opening drums, chords, and
snarling vocals of “Holidays in the Sun.”
“The Sex Pistols,” I said. I had put a cassette of it on his stereo, a complicated component system whose installation had made my dad curse a
lot. (A lot. Screaming at the motherfucking back of the motherfucking stereo that
doesn’t make any motherfucking sense. Drinking to take the edge off, but it

just made him more pissed at this stubborn appliance. I almost called my
mom and asked her to come get me, because I was scared, but I was too
scared to even do that. Snake eating its tail and all that.)
“Oh, this is the Sex Pistols?” He’d heard of them, of course. They were
the face of the punk rock scourge that local news had used to scare people
his age just a few years prior. He listened. “Can’t understand the words.”
“Yeah. You kind of have to train your ear.”
“It’s just yelling,” he said, with a voice that said, “You know I’m right,”
even though I didn’t.
“It’s not always about melody,” I persisted with the breathy tone that
indignant teenagers are often known to present.
“Music’s not about melody?”
“No, it’s about emotion. Or individuality. It’s about rebellion.”
“Ah,” he said, and went back to his cooking. He was an excellent bachelor
cook, and tonight’s main course was burgers with thinly sliced onions
mixed into the meat. “So you can be a society of individuals. Together.”
He had a way of making a very good point and then undercutting it with
a look that said, “I’ve just made a very good point.”
“How’s work?” I asked.
He chuckled ruefully. “It’s a paycheck.”
***
I started going to shows before I was even supposed to. The clubs in New
York in the mid-80s had an arbitrary 16+ rule at the door, but sometimes
they didn’t check ID. So not knowing any authentic punk rockers, or,
rather, being too intimidated to talk to them at school, I took my friend

Ben, who was tall and lanky with a thick head of hair that seemed to add
inches onto his height, to see the Dickies at the Ritz, an old ballroom
converted into a concert venue in the early ’80s. Ben was not necessarily
into punk rock, but curious to look inside a subculture. Ben was also ridiculously funny, and I thought he might enjoy the band on that level, as
he was prone to absurdist sight gags like taping a picture of Miles Davis
and Dennis Hopper on his wall only so he could sing in his best Roger
Daltrey “I can see for Miles and … Dennis,” or doing a credible John Cougar Mellencamp while he sang “Little ditty … ’bout Moshe Dayan.” The
deal was simple: Ben’s dad would drop us off in front of the club at eight
(when the doors opened) and my mom would pick us up at midnight in
front of the club. The doorman let us in, and two smells ruled the old
ballroom: clove cigarettes and Aqua Net, a now extinct aromatic cocktail
I can still summon if I close my eyes. Ben and I got there right at eight,
naively thinking the show might start around then.
It didn’t. We positioned ourselves above the fray, at the edge of a balcony
that looked out over what was essentially an old ballroom. Kids wandered in and a big screen in front of the stage showed videos—random
stuff like old Russ Meyer clips, or the Nancy Sinatra “These Boots Are
Made for Walking” video, or the scene from the ’66 Batman where Adam
West is forced to use his Bat Shark Repellent. The atmosphere of fun
seemed a weird contrast with the faux toughness of the punks assembled,
but I loved it. There seemed to be an unofficial uniform, and even the
kids from my school who didn’t dress like this normally wore plaid pants
and sharp hair, unlaced combat boots and even the stereotypical studded
belts, whereas I had gone out of my way to be as inconspicuous as possible—jeans and a blank white T-shirt. My hair messy but not defiantly so.
Converse sneakers, but nothing written on them—heaven forbid I put the
wrong band names on them.
At around nine thirty the first band went on. They were called Legal
Weapon, and they were not very good. It was loud in there. I’d been to
rock concerts before, but this space was smaller than seeing, say, the GoGo’s at Radio City or Weird Al at the Beacon, so the sound bounced violently off the much closer walls. Orange County’s Doggy Style were next.
They played ridiculously fun, sexed-up hardcore that befitted their name.

But it was coming up on midnight. And the place was filled with mohawks and gritted teeth. I never saw any violence—any real violence—but
there was that undercurrent of menace at the shows that made it alien
and exciting, like a corny horror film. When the Dickies finally took the
stage, it was safely past twelve. Thrilled and scared to be there, I leaned
over the railing and screamed along with their songs. Not long after, I felt
a very insistent tap on my shoulder.
“Stay. Right. Here.” my mother said. She had a bought a ticket (13 bucks
or thereabouts), come in and somehow found me among the hundreds of
teens and twenty-somethings—my bright white T-shirt had, ultimately,
made me quite conspicuous. She then proceeded downstairs where there
was a little more room and smoked while the band played. I saw her down
there tapping her toes occasionally, to her credit, but I was furious and
humiliated. I got to stay to the end of the Dickies set—no encore—and
then Ben and I were taken home in a cab by my extremely angry mother
who said nothing in the cab until we got back to the apartment at which
point she very softly demanded we go straight to bed. Ben was kind in
that he never mentioned this incident, ever. It was years before I forgave
her; now that I have kids of my own, I can’t believe she didn’t call the cops.
I didn’t find my tribe within punk rock (I was cordial with the demonstrative punk rock kids at my school, yet we never went to shows together.
I think they were mostly couch-locked stoners because I never even saw
them outside of class.), but punk rock helped me find my tribe. This crazy
music made me feel less crazy, and in turn I found a certain social footing
of my own. There were kids who were into Van Halen or Madonna who
looked at my shirts or my meticulously decorated notebook and scoffed,
“The Dickies? What, like, little penises?” Punk rock was my secret; it was
the thing that made me different, gave me a quirky identity. The Izod-clad
Van Halen fan would look at the song titles on my cassettes, roll his eyes
and hand it back to me. “Sounds great, John.” But this defiant weirdness
allowed me to shift from the weak “me, too,” that had not asked out the
little red-haired girl into a more vibrant self-actualized “me.” There were
the long-haired metal guys, the nerdy science kids who were still hanging on to Members Only jackets that their moms had bought them three
Christmases earlier, the hoops players—and then there was young John

Ross Bowie, coming into his own. T-shirt (often hand designed with a
slogan like “CHILDREN SHOULD BE OBSCENE BUT NOT HEARD”2)
and a vest. Douglas Adams book and a Village Voice under his arm. Pretty
smug, but he might make you laugh. I felt less and less like I was blending into the crowd, and less scared to be seen. My anger subsided a little;
there was less to be angry about when you felt you were being heard.
Then, suddenly, I was doing theatre. I’d watched the school’s production
of Oklahoma and been struck not by the actors, overly made-up fake yokels (some of whom allegedly did blow at the cast party!) but the people
scurrying around backstage, running up to the light booth to fix problems
on show night. Not on stage (still terrifying), but involved in it anyway,
engaged with the production. I would be responsible for something, for
something entertaining no less, but with zero public speaking requirements. I meekly approached the stage crew’s faculty advisor Mr. Kelly,
maybe even with my hat literally in hand, and by the next fall I was scurrying around backstage, building sets for Fiddler on the Roof and designing
light cues for the winter talent show. It was on stage crew that I met an
adorable Dead Milkmen fan, with huge brown eyes and a similar shyness,
and we found ourselves hanging out more and more, and walking around
the Village where she lived, and as the fall air of my 15th year grew colder
and colder, we walked closer and closer to each other, eventually linking
arms for warmth. Correlation is not necessarily causation, but within two
years of buying my first Ramones record I had a girlfriend and had lost my
virginity. Way too soon, of course, only about a month into my 16th year,
and dealt with our inevitable breakup by setting off firecrackers with Ben
and a couple other kids in a schoolyard in the east teens. The way sexually
active people do.
I bought zines—what we had before blogs, young man—made zines with
Ben (who never got super into punk rock, but very gamely accompanied
me to untold number of gigs and enjoyed the various bands’ shticks),
wrote for other zines, and kept going to shows. I turned 16 and finally
set foot in CBGB, which was everything I’d heard it would be. It was
curfew-proof, to start, as the hardcore shows were all matinees and you

could very conceivably be home by seven, secven thirty. You entered off
the Bowery and stepped right in front of the bar, which stretched further
into the club and led you directly to the stage, except the stage was at an
unusual angle, vaguely facing the north wall. The bathrooms were all the
way in the back and then downstairs and were as fucking gross as history
has told. I don’t know anyone who knows anyone who ever took a shit
at CBs. The men’s room had no stall, just a bare toilet sitting up on a
platform. If you desperately had to move your bowels, you went up the
street to the restaurant Phoebe’s and you hoped to God they’d let you in.
The matinees were always packed, and if people said “excuse me” you certainly couldn’t hear it. At all. The sound at CBGB can’t be overstated—if
you stood near the speakers, it would literally blow your hair. But it was
clarion clear; all the money in the place went not to maintenance or an
exterminator but to keeping the sound system up to state of the art, and
you could hear every single string and every single drumhead. Kids were
still doing circle pits, and I let the centrifugal force of slamming youths
push me away, occasionally shoving a stray dancer back into the fray. It
looked very dangerous, and I already had a bad back 3 at 16. Fights broke
out occasionally, and there was no place to avoid them, so you just had
to sort of squeeze yourself through the crevices between sweaty bodies
toward an egress.
Setting foot into CBs after hearing about it for years was a sort of punk
rock hajj, and I was incredibly excited to hear music at the place that
birthed the Ramones et cetera, but once you got halfway into the tightly packed venue, which was almost all hallway, you had two concurrent
thoughts …
this place shouldn’t be laid out this way and
I should not be in it.
The scene out front was a well-lit version of the inside, just with more
places to run, and run you wanted to as the Bowery was in full homeless-junkie swing under Ed Koch at the time. For all the tough guy posturing, I was finding a lot of the kids out front of the club to be approachKyphoscoliosis, a very specific curvature of the spine that I still have
to this day.
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Corny, yes, but original at least.

able—to be eager to explain who the band on their shirt was, what the
political slogan on their leather jacket meant. (It was here I first heard
of vivisection, and found out what the African National Congress was,
and learned about antinuclear proliferation protests that would clog the
streets outside the United Nations, 40 blocks north.) Right above CBGB’s
was a flophouse called the Palace Hotel, and sad old drunks would wander
around in front of the club, glaring at the youngsters who were making
all that ruckus. Next door they eventually opened up the CB’s Gallery,
a record store and performance space that even booked lame stand-up
comedy some nights (“I tell ya, this new guy I’m dating? He’s a plumber.
Which sucks because he lives all the way out in Flushing,” said the comic
in a sundress. “Let’s see. What else …” The place was a microcosm of the
whole city—educational, funny for all the wrong reasons, yet dangerous.
But I stayed for show after show. The Adolescents. Government Issue.
Dag Nasty. D.I. Countless New York hardcore bands, including rougher,
faster and less melodic outfits like Youth of Today, Gorilla Biscuits, Token
Entry, Breakdown, and the hilariously named Altercation, some of whom
took hardcore and morphed it into Krishna Core, which is exactly what it
sounds like: hardcore punk founded on Hare Krishna principles. I looked
into it. I was straightedge myself, after all, which was a terrific bargaining
chip with my mom. (“Yes, I might be out for a while, but I will return
stone cold sober. Ask your friends if their kids can say that.”) And when I
say I looked into it, I mean I read some brochures and talked to a couple
bald guys out on the Bowery about vegetarianism. Ultimately, I fell in
with the vague agnosticism of most punk rock, but I was nonetheless
intrigued by working class toughs from Queens suddenly dotting their
foreheads, chanting in front of CBGB’s. There probably have been musical
subcultures weirder than Krishnacore, but none that I have seen up close.
The New York hardcore stuff wasn’t really my jam, but I loved live music,
and what those bands lacked in melody they made up for in incredibly
loud and crunchy guitars. The music didn’t make me angry, it just responded to a deep anger I was trying to cope with, that I was trying to
burn off like excess body weight. This din was what was going on inside
my head, anyway. This was music made for little kids who didn’t know
who to yell at after a divorce. This was music for kids who had been

robbed by people who would never be caught—by people who had snuck
in through the old, quaint dumbwaiter in the apartment and stolen a
television and a mother’s jewelry.4 This was for the kids who weren’t
sure how to talk to girls or stand up to bullies and as such screamed
back at stereo speakers. This was for the kids who had back issues so bad
they had to bring a back brace … to summer camp. This was for the kids
whose dads didn’t understand why we hated physical education but were
also not particularly great students (it really should be an either/or situation). This was music for kids who thought that the standard American
dream—get an office job, advance within, support family thusly—seemed
flawed and soul-crushing. It seemed not just boring, but selfish. You were
making money, but that was it. It was a paycheck. What exactly were
you putting out into the world? My father worked in the paper industry.
Paper kills trees. Yes, we need it, but how much of it? Also, the paper he
helped traffic? They printed the New York Post on it. At 16, I already held
that pun-happy rag in contempt. Fuck that, I screamed into the speakers.
On the second to last Dead Kennedys record, the provocatively named
Frankenchrist, the lead track is called “Soup is Good Food.” It begins with
an itchy, psychedelic guitar underscored by hiccup-y drums. The song
is so bleak, it’s barely even sung—just sort of spat out—and it doesn’t
rhyme. The lyrics (from memory):
We’re sorry—but you’re no longer needed. Or wanted. Or even cared about here.
Machines can do a better job than you—
and this is what you get for asking questions.
It goes on in this fashion, a world where the only God is the bottom line.
The song’s narrator asks the listener:
How does it feel to be a budget cut? How does it feel to be shit out our ass
And thrown in the cold, like a piece of trash.

Given my druthers, I’ll take getting mugged over getting burglarized—
after a mugging, it’s nice to go home to a safe place and a burglary takes
that away. Obviously, my hope for my kids is that they don’t ever form an
opinion either way.
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How would it feel? Is that, I wondered, what adulthood would hold? Is
that what it meant to get a job? I was only a year away from submitting
college applications, and I had no clue what I wanted to do with the rest of
my life. I had given up the idea of acting (publicly anyway, I still harbored
weird ambitions deep down inside, in a compartment that might be similar to where gay kids keep their true feelings) because a career in the arts
seemed too dangerous, but Jesus, was anyone safe … ever? All things to
think about, but hell, I was still in high school, so let’s pogo.
I lost my glasses at CBGB. I kept coming back. I lost my glasses again and
this time, one of the lenses cut my cheek, and I kept coming back. I figured
out that I could be up front and see the stage and not get caught up in
the pit if I hid behind Dennis, the enormous mustachioed bouncer who
always stood off stage right. And I kept coming back.
My approach to punk rock probably did make me a poseur. I avoided the
pit, and this was back in the days when it was still one of those relatively chill circle pits, instead of the every-man-for-himself anarchy that
cropped up in the ’90s. I loved the bands that weren’t just punk, but
critiqued punk, like the Dead Kennedys asking what the limiting principle of anarchy was (“Who’d fix the sewers?” from “Where Do You Draw
The Line?”). Or Hüsker Dü wondering, “Is it important? You’re yelling
so loud,” early on in “Makes No Sense At All.” Or 7 Seconds coming after toxic masculinity even before we had a name for it in “Man Enough
To Care.” Punk rock was sprawling enough to allow for dissent in a way
that other genres didn’t seem to—when had country ever made fun of
country?
My fandom came to an apex on Halloween 1987 when I was standing in
line in front of Irving Plaza. The night was chilly, and I was wearing a large
tweed overcoat because 1987. I’d had my hair teased by my friend Sybil
(an almost aggressively interesting girl with two moms and what struck
me as a premature fondness for William S. Burroughs) and was waiting
for the doors to open for the Dickies with special guests Murphy’s Law.
The ticket I held in my hand struck me as odd—the name Murphy’s Law,
a “drunk-punk band” that was popular in New York at the time, was
printed larger than the Dickies. The Dickies were the headliner, they were

going on later, they were better songwriters and had easily five or six years seniority
on Murphy’s Law. My friends
seemed nonplussed about
this nontroversy, but something upset me deeply about
it. I felt the Dickies—10-year
punk rock veterans, refugees
from a major label who were
now hopping from indie to indie—deserved better. As I was
articulating this to Sybil, who
should walk by but Stan Lee.
No, the other one. Stan Lee
was the guitarist for the Dickies, a short, portly shredder
who played fast and well and
was responsible for a lot of
the band’s delicious hooks. He was one of the two founding members of
the band who were still in the lineup5. I recognized him immediately. So
much of my adolescence was spent poring over lyric sheets while sitting
on the ground next to the record player. In a very real way, whether he
realized it or not, Stan Lee had spent a ton of time in my bedroom. He was
not being swept past the line by security in front of Irving Plaza, and he
was not walled in by an entourage. He was walking into the club where
he was about to play a gig. He was going to work.
“Stan!” I yelled, because I thought I could. “Come here.”
He walked over and said, “Yeah, what’s up, man?” As if he knew me. This
might have been that thing that people do when they’ve achieved a little
bit of fame—afraid to offend anyone, they say hello to everyone, often replacing “Nice to meet you” with “Nice to see you.” I do this myself now.
Or it might have been the sheer accessibility of punk rock. You hang out.
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And remains there as of this writing.

You listen. You try not to be a snob or a rock star. Either way, I had, for
the moment, the full attention of the Dickies lead guitarist.

“They said you wouldn’t come back!” My faithless friends laughed nervously.

“What’s the deal with this? Why are you guys in a smaller typeface?”
(Yes, I would have said “typeface,” as my mother worked in book design
and we didn’t yet say “font.”)

“And lose these?” said Stan Lee, taking back his novelty sunglasses as he
handed me the ticket. “Are you crazy? Hey, man, thanks again. Enjoy the
show.”

“What the fuck?” said Stan Lee, who seemed profoundly annoyed at this
slight. He gestured at me with the ticket. “I’m gonna be right back. Thanks
for showing me this.” And he headed toward the club. With my ticket.

And he was gone, back into the club, where the doors were finally opening to the public and the horde of chilly punks were being let into the
muggy, paneled walls of Irving Plaza.

He turned suddenly, and hurried back to me and handed me something.
“Collateral,” he explained, and vanished into the club.

I turned back to my friends. A bigger man than I would not have shoved
his returned ticket in the faces of Sybil and Ben. A bigger man would have
been gracious and satisfied just by being proven right.

What he had handed me was a pair of sunglasses with tiny blinking rainbow lights around the frames.

I was not a bigger man.

“What did you just do?” Sybil asked. All my friends were, at best, amused,
at worst disgusted. I had just handed my ticket away for a pair of cheap
novelty sunglasses. “Dude,” said Ben (back for more after the embarrassment of the previous year’s show). “You are never seeing that ticket
again.”
Minutes passed. We stood in the autumn night air, wind tunneling down
15th Street. “What have I just done?” was running in a feedback loop
through my head. Probably the best thing to do now would be to cut my
losses and head home, rather than walk my friends to the door and let
them proceed home without me. What the hell is my problem? I thought.
I felt like the kid who said, “Me, too” all over again. Was I that easily led,
that easily starstruck that I would just—
“Hey, man, thanks,” Stan came trotting back from inside the club, holding
my ticket. “They gave us a couple hundred bucks as a sort of settlement.
We’re supposed to be the headliners, man!”
I was so relieved, I could barely talk. “You … you came back,” I managed.

“See? I fucking told you assholes that Stan would come back. I FUCKING
TOLD YOU. But no, you thought Stan was going to fuck me. Well, surprise surprise, he came back and he thanked me. Man, I should have bet
money on it, you motherfuckers.”
The show that night was amazing—The Dickies took the stage, opening
with the anthemic “Killer Klowns From Outer Space” and I was down
near the front, fist in the air, making eye contact with the band, understanding that the line that separated performer and audience was more
porous than I’d ever realized.
John Ross Bowie is an actor and writer based in Los Angeles with
over 100 film/tv credits. His book Deep Focus: Heathers, about
the 1989 film, was published in 2011.

TELL ME, HOW LONG
HAS TRANE BEEN GONE
Joe McPhee
For John Coltrane and James Baldwin
When the word dropped on July 17th, 1967,
The sun went out.
John Coltrane,
Saxophonist supreme,
was gone,
and he wasn’t coming back.
A cold, harsh reality hit.
A reality kickback
Like the first day back in the real world
After being vomited out of heaven.
Like physically experiencing
The chemical change
from sugar to shit in
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He’s in another country now,
And he ain’t coming back.
He took that giant step we all must take, Mr. Jimmy
And he ain’t coming back.

Go tell it on that mountain Mr. Jimmy,
Trane is gone.
Slip a note under the door to Giovanni’s room
And hip Mr. Charlie to the fact that
Trane is gone, Mr. Jimmy,
And he ain’t coming back.

Joe McPhee is a multi-instrumentalist, composer, improviser, con-

We sing Bessie’s Blues for now,
And Lonnie’s Lament brings tears at this Moment’s Notice
But remember Naima,
And Cousin Mary, and Dahomey Dance.
Let Africa Brass ring and shine, Dear lord.
Let the spiritual Sun Ship rise and rise and rise
And After The Rain,
There is the Affirmation, the Ascension, The Love Supreme and so much
more,
So much joy to remember.
From the rafters of St. Peter’s Lutheran Church,
The heavenly hosts,
Albert Ayler’s Quartet and Ornette Coleman’s Quartet,
Sang songs of Praise, Dear lord.
And we remember and remember,
Chasin’ The Trane.
Tell me, how long has Trane been gone?

ceptualist, and theoretician. His career spans 50 years and over
100 recordings. He continues to tour internationally, forging new
connections while reaching for music's outer limits.

Lisa Bocchini is a Polaroid photographer based in NYC. She uses
multiple techniques to manipulate her photographs to create
ethereal, and often surreal, images that challenge ideas of
perception, time, and nostalgia. You can view more of her work on
Instagram @retroshotphotos or on her website, retroshotphotos.com.

